SUSSEX HOSPICE TRAIL – MAY 2021
Well...it seemed like a good idea....walking the Sussex Hospice trail in May
when Spring is normally at its best. However, in reality, the weather was
dire...wind, rain, hail, thunder, and worst of all MUD ...so much MUD!!. Despite
all these challenges, I thoroughly enjoyed the walk and in fact now feel quite
bereft that it is all over.
The trail itself is made up of 26 sections walking from Chichester in the West to
Battle in the East firstly on a Southern loop and returning to Chichester on a
Northern loop. Nearly all the sections begin and finish at a railway station
which helps the travel arrangements. Where a train was unavailable, there was
a bus route or in some cases a helpful friend offering a taxi service! On the
days I had walking companions we used 2 cars. Although the distances to
travel did not look that far on the map, driving along the busy A27 either east
or west can be quite traumatic especially after a long day’s walk.
My young rescue dog Sheba accompanied me every day and was an excellent
companion. My elderly dog Harry came on 4 of the shorter days and was
lovingly cared for the rest of time by friends and neighbours.
The trail contains so much of interest both historically and scenically, that I
could probably write a book....but I will just outline the highlights of my 3 week
expedition and recommend that to find out more, you do the walk!
The trail started along the Chichester canal which was incredibly beautiful and
then continued along the Old Canal path of the Portsmouth and Arun canal.
There were beautiful views of the South Downs as we passed through several
Fruit Farms eventually arriving in Barnham. The next step to Arundel was
through small pretty villages and across crop fields. After a short stretch along
the River Arun, the path went through the bluebell woods of the Angmering
estate, Patching village and over Highdown Hill into Goring by Sea. From
Goring the walk was along the seaside through Lancing, Shoreham, Worthing,
Brighton finally turning inland at Southease. Two wonderful stretches over the
South Downs into Eastbourne followed that sadly, because of drizzle, had poor
visibility. More promenade walking then took me to Pevensey and Normans
Bay where I joined the excellent 1066 trail for 2 days in and around Battle.
Here I treated myself to an overnight stay in a small hotel opposite the Abbey.

From Battle the route turned back West via a Northern loop over the hills and
down dales and through numerus woods again laden with bluebells. Some of
the places visited were Robertsbridge, Etchingham, Burwash, Heathfield,
Uckfield, Balcombe, Horsham, Pulborough, Amberley, Halnaker and finally back
to Chichester. This Northern loop was for me extremely enjoyable, especially
the last 3 days when the weather was glorious!
Throughout the scenery was magnificent and the colours of the flora and the
verdancy of the trees outstanding. I was privileged to see several deer and two
foxes with their cubs. The bird life was wonderful with sightings of so many sea
birds and summer migrants. Nearly every day I was accompanied by sky larks
singing their hearts out and swallows swooping before me showing off their
aerobatic skills.
Unexpected highlights included remote train stations, restful lunch stops on
church benches, wonderful architecture, unusual signage, interesting
conversations with people along the way but most of all the peace and
tranquillity of the beautiful countryside of Sussex.
Not so welcome were frisky horses, disgruntled cows, feisty bulls, and
sandwich-stealing sea gulls!
I hope you have enjoyed this brief resume of my walk and the photos below.
I am extremely grateful for all the support I was given during the walk and
for all the donations I received.......THANK YOU ALL SO MUCH.
Best Wishes to everyone for the rest of 2021.
Lindsay x

